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Introduction to Training Module (T.M) 

• The second Training Module of the Training Program of the project BEWEEN focuses on -the
usually neglected- issue of the environmental consequences of using digital media, specifically
by young students, aged between 12 and 18 years old.

• T.M.2 aims to make all participants aware and sensitized regarding the environmental
consequences of the daily use of digital systems, encouraging them, at the same time, to raise
awareness and develop skills and critical thinking in terms of identifying and solving
environmental issues.

• In order for this training module to succeed, it needs to be developed on all three dimensions,
recommended by EU instructions regarding with Training for life-long development. These three
dimensions are: Socio-emotional dimension (relating to a sense of common humanity, values and
responsibilities, empathy, solidarity and respect), Cognitive dimension (relating to knowledge,
understanding and critical thinking) and Behavioral dimension (relating to skills development).
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The development framework of
Training Module

• The approach for this Training Module is based on existing
attempts of standardization by EU and specifically on the
combination of the following:
• The Digital Competence Framework for Citizens DigComp 2.2 (Vuorikari et

al., 2022) which defines and categorize essential competences, knowledge,
skills and behavior a citizen must have in order to confidently, safely and
advantageously use the emerging technologies, including artificial
intelligence.

• The European sustainability competence framework GreenComp (Bianchi
et al., 2022), as it is described in the EU Green Deal). GreenComp identifies a
set of sustainable skills which will feed training programs in order to help
students to acquire knowledge, develop skills and behaviors to promote way
of thinking for planning and acting with empathy, responsibility and care for
our planet and the public health.

• The “Education for environmental sustainability: policies and approaches
in European Union Member states” report which recognizes the
interdisciplinarity of Education for Environmental Sustainability and suggests
the development of environmental training in three dimensions.
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The development framework of
Training Module
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Unit 1: Embodying Values 
(socio-emotional dimension) 

Unit 2: Understanding the 
problem (cognitive 

dimension)

Unit 3: Solving the problem 
(behavioral dimension)



Training Goals
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Introduction to the concepts of 
sustainability, circular economy 

with an emphasis on the 
importance of pro-

environmental behaviors at all 
levels of the life cycle of digital 
products/services (purchase, 

use and disposal)

Understanding the 
fundamentals of the life cycle 

of digital products and 
understanding the quantitative 
impact their purchase, use and 

disposal has on the 
environment.

Development of pro-
environmental behavior 

guidelines, when purchasing, 
using and disposing of digital 

devices by young people, high 
school students. Highlight 
opportunities and benefits 

from the implementation of 
the proposed guidelines.



Technology and Humanity

“I believe that the abominable deterioration of ethical
standards stems primarily from the mechanisation
and depersonalisation of our lives, a disastrous by-
product of science and technology. Nostra culpa!”
Albert Einstein (part of his letter to Otto Juliusburger,
11 April, 1946).
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An old conception: 
Technology is 

Inherently Bad!
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An also old 
conception: 

Technology is 
Inherently Good
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A new conception: 
Can technology help 
the environment?

Visit: https://theoceancleanup.com/

Visit: https://news.wjct.org/post/going-green-first-coast-firm-develops-
tech-produce-renewable-liquid-air

https://theoceancleanup.com/
https://news.wjct.org/post/going-green-first-coast-firm-develops-tech-produce-renewable-liquid-air
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A new concern: 
Does technology lead us 

to a non-sustainable 
planet?



Common resources or Common-pool resources are resources that either do not belong to anyone or
belong to an organized group or community. As group population increases, the rate of depletion or
destruction of resources increase, since nature cannot cope with their replenishment or is unable to do so
(e.g. ore mining).
─ Overfishing

─ Excessive logging/lumbering

─ Excessive livestock grazing

─ Excessive mining

─ Waste in the water supply

─ Greenhouse Gases – CO2 emissions

─ Overpopulation

─ Overconsumption

─ Traffic congestion
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The tragedy of the commons
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The bitter truth……..

Source: 
http://www.igbp.net/news/features/features/addictedtoreso
urces.5.705e080613685f74edb800059.html

* GDP σε International Dollars (βάση: 1990)

The population problem has no
technical solution; It requires a
fundamental extension in morality
(Hardin, G., 2019)

Garett Hardin

http://www.igbp.net/news/features/features/addictedtoresources.5.705e080613685f74edb800059.html
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Planetary Boundaries……..

Source: Rockström et al., (2009) - Stockholm Resilience Center

Spend 15+ minutes to watch this video…… (subtitles available in 25 languages).
https://www.ted.com/talks/johan_rockstrom_let_the_environment_guide_our_development

Johan Rockström, is joint director of the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research 
(PIK) in Germany, together with economist Ottmar Edenhofer. He is also Professor in Earth 
System Science at the University of Potsdam and Professor in Water Systems and Global 
Sustainability, Stockholm University. In 2009, Rockström led the team of 17 people that 
developed the Planetary Boundaries framework.

https://www.ted.com/talks/johan_rockstrom_let_the_environment_guide_our_development


Q.1: What are the four squeezes applied to the planet by human evolution?
Q.2: How does Johan define, the latest geological epoch named ‘Anthropocene’?
Q.3: How do the concepts of ‘resilience’, non-linear change and ‘locking’ in a new, undesirable
state of ecosystems relate to that of planetary boundaries?
Q.4: How many parameters does scientific research recognise, the measurement of which
determines whether the limits of the planetary ecosystem are within specified boundaries or
are exceeded?
Q.5: How many and which of these boundaries have already been exceeded?
Introspection: Spend ten minutes to consider your role as a citizen and as a teacher in this
necessary and drastic change Jonan describes at the end of the video.
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Self-assessment quiz



What are the four squeezes applied to the planet by human evolution?
The four (4) squeezes human evolution applies to the planet, are:

1. Population increase and the 20/80 dilemma (developed countries/developing countries).

2. Climate change and the 550/450/350 dilemma – what is the  limit for carbon dioxide that cause 
destabilization of ices the poles of the planet?

3. The continuous degradation of ecosystems caused by the increasing human activities. We have never 
observed such a sharp reduction in the planet’s ecosystems’ operations as the in the last 50 years, one of 
which is the long-term climate-regulating capacity of our forests, land and biodiversity.

4. The surprise (!) from the evidence suggesting that we need to abandon the old conception that ecosystems 
respond linearly, predictively and controlled inside our - let’s assume- linear systems, and in fact, the 
ecosystems abruptly and rapidly exceed their operation boundaries, usually in an irreversible way.
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Answers - Question 1



How does Johan define, the latest geological epoch named ‘Anthropocene’?

The Anthropocene Era, is a new geological epoch in the history of the planet in which humans drive any 
change in our planetary ecosystem. Human activities become a geological factor, a geological force on the 
planet, unfortunately with not always a positive impact on the biosphere operation.
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Answers - Question 2



How do the concepts of ‘resilience’, non-linear change and ‘locking’ in a new, undesirable state of
ecosystems relate to that of planetary boundaries?
Resilience is defined as the ability of an ecosystem to return to its previous state after a deforming, stressful or
even destructive force is applied on it.
The conception we had until today regarding the linearity of the consequences of our actions on the
environment gave us the opportunity of planning and taking actions gradually in order to restore or at least
improve our ecosystems.
Unfortunately, this belief has been scientifically dispelled and it has become clear that many times,
ecosystems do not respond linearly in external action, and transit sharply in undesired states and in most
cases, they ‘lock’ in the new state, regardless of any attempt to restore them.
The only solution, in order to avoid being in irreversible and destructive for the environment situations, is to
respect the planetary boundaries.
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Answer - Question 3



How many parameters does scientific research recognise, the measurement of which determines 
whether the limits of the planetary ecosystem are within specified boundaries or are exceeded? 
The research of Stockholm Resilience Center, which has been almost universally accepted by the scientific 
community, recognizes nine (9) parameters, the following:
1. Climate Change

2. Biosphere Integrity including genetic diversity-biodiversity and the operational diversity

3. Biogeochemical Flows concerned with Nitrogen (Ν) and Phosphorus (P) cycles

4. Land-system Change

5. Ocean Acidification

6. Atmospheric Aerosol Loading

7. Stratospheric Ozone Depletion

8. Freshwater Use

9. Chemical Pollution concerned with the emissions of toxic or microbial substances referred as «novel entities» (synthetic organic
pollutants, heavy metal compounds, radioactive materials etc.)
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Answer - Question 4



How many and which of these boundaries have
already been exceeded?

The answer, according to the video you watched, is four (4)
and it’s solely caused by human activities.
These four (4) boundaries, as shown on the picture, the
Climate Change and the Loss of Biosphere Integrity, two
planetary boundary that scientists consider the most
essential, since any significant change to them would drive the
earthly ecosystem in a new state. The rest two are the Land-
system change and Biochemical Flows.
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Answer - Question 5

Source: Steffen et al., (2015) - Stockholm Resilience Center
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Summarizing……

– It is obvious that we, humans, in the name of well-being and evolution, have forgotten that we
are directly connected to nature and the environment and that we are only one part of the
complex social-ecological system which we must serve.

– Once again, according to Johan Rockström, ‘The planet has been proven to be our best friend,
absorbing our actions and showing its resilience, but for the first time in our history, we are in a
phase in which we may turn the planet from friend to enemy’.

– So at this critical crossroads, for the first time societies worldwide, with few exceptions, seem to
have understood the criticality of the issue by taking coordinated actions to prevent the
disaster.

– Concepts like sustainable development and circular economy will be presented in the following
slides along with coordinated strategic plans and policies showing the way towards a safe future
for the planet and its inhabiting species (Homo Sapiens is only just one of them)!
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Sustainable Development – The 2030 Agenda

– In September 2015, world leaders Adopted unanimously the UN
document «Transforming our World: The 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development», which sets a series on Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) to eliminate poverty, ensuring the
protection of human rights and guaranteeing prosperity for all.

– Through the Sustainable Development Observatory (SDO), the
achievement of the following objectives is sought:

– fair transition to a low-carbon, circular and resource-efficient
economy.

– transition to an inclusive society and economy, with decent
work and guaranteed human rights.

– transition to sustainable food production and consumption.
– investment in innovation, long-term infrastructure

modernization and encouraging sustainable businesses.
– ensuring that trade works for global sustainable development.

Economic
(Profit)

Social
(People)

Environmental
(Planet)

““the triple bottom line focuses not just on the economic value an 
entity adds, but also on the environmental and social value that it 

adds– or destroys” (Elkington 2004)
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– Achieving the sustainable development agenda requires collaboration between governments, private sector and the society. These
inclusive partnerships, which are based on principles, values, shared visions and share goals, place both humans and the planet at
the epicenter, are essential in global, regional, national and local level.

– In this framework UN announced 17 goals (and 169 subgoals) to achieve the declarations of the sustainable development agenda
until 2030. These goals must be achieved in the new light of modern policies but also the need for the essential participation of all
of us for the positive outcome of their implementation.

Sustainable Development Goals by UN
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– The game aims to teach children around the world about the Sustainable Development Goals in an easy and child-friendly way (the
game is available in 22 languages and you can download the game by visiting this link: https://go-goals.org/).

What do you think, do you want to play?

https://go-goals.org/el/
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Europe and the Green Deal

– Europe could not remain uninvolved in these developments. After
all, climate change and environmental degradation threaten its very
existence.

– The bar was set very high from the start. The aim is to make Europe
the first climate-neutral continent in the world by 2050.

– A decisive role in achieving climate neutrality in the EU by 2050 is
played by the decoupling of economic development from resource
use and the transition to circular systems in production and
consumption.

– The action plan foresees more than 30 action points concerning the
design of sustainable products, the circularity in production
methods and the empowering consumers and public sector
buyers. It targets sectors such as electronic products and ICT which
are at the heart of the project BEWEEN, batteries, packages,
plastics, τα textile products, the construction sector, buildings and
food.
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What is my position – What can I do?

– It is obvious that each of us, individually but also collectively, can create a great positive impact, both on protecting
the environment and on policy formulation towards it.

– Actually, almost any action taken by humans in the developed countries has environmental consequences and all of
us daily and constantly exhibit behaviors that directly or indirectly affect the natural environment (Gardner and
Stern, 2002).

– In the same time, it is scientifically proven that the widespread adoption of pro-environmental behaviors can have
a significant impact in reducing environmental impact, including climate change mitigation (Clayton et al., 2015).

– The strengthening of pro-environmental attitudes are therefore at the heart of the project BEWEEN. However, to
achieve any positive change in human behavior, for the benefit of the environment, a common understanding of
the structure and definitions of the phenomenon and what it entails should first be achieved.

– In the context of the project and for the needs of studying the specific area, a -rather- commonly accepted
definition of pro-environmental behavior is adopted: ‘pro-environmental behavior is the intentional and
meaningful action that can reduce the negative impact on the environment’ (Stern, 2000; Kollmuss και Agyeman,
2002).
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Pro-environmental Behaviors
– Pro-environmental behavior includes various types of
functional behavior, such as recycling (Zhang et al.,
2016; Fu et al., 2017), waste management (Lobato et
al., 2015; Põldnurk, 2015; Liu et al., 2014), energy
consumption (Berardi, 2017), and responsible
consumption through the purchase of green
products (Ramayah et al., 2010).

– These behaviors can be summarized as three key
environmental behaviors: waste reduction, reuse
and recycle. The behaviors of waste management are
not only relating to recycling and reusing, but also to
consumption practices like purchasing recycled
products (Barr et al., 2005).
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Structural Elements of Pro-Environmental 
Behaviors

– In a very interesting study, Larsen et al., (2015) recorded through empirical methods in a sufficient sample size, a
series of structural elements of pro-environmental behaviors. At the heart of the project BEWEEN, more
specifically, there are the following:

– Social Environmentalism: Practically, the term includes any theory/action which emphasizes particularly the importance of the natural
environment as the main and determining factor for the development of culture and society. It includes behaviors such as discussing with
one’s social surroundings and informs - educates them on environmental issues, participation in local environmental interest and activism
groups, collaboration with others to address environmental issues and working in collaboration with young people in the context of the
protection and conservation of natural resources.

– Conservation Lifestyle: It is the way of life characterized by ongoing care and protection of resources so that they can be preserved for the
future generations and the preservation the diversity of species, genes and ecosystems, as well as the functions of the environment, such as
nutrient cycling. It also includes behaviors like recycling and reusing of products, the conservative use of water and energy, the minimization
of waste and their collection, the ecological consumption and purchasing of products etc.

– Environmental Citizenship: The concept of Environmental Citizenship (EC) redefines the relationship between humans and nature and repeats
that protecting the environment it is everyone's sole responsibility at all times, based on the each individual's life choices to minimize the
ecological impact on earth. EC is also the proactive contribution of citizens towards sustainability and can be and can be seen as the end result
of sustainability education, a process that is about changing people's attitudes, providing access to knowledge and developing skills
(Hawthorne & Alabaster 1999).
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In this training module of the training program of the project BEWEEN the necessary knowledge and skills will be
given that will help teachers to:

– understand the environmental concepts of sustainability and the circular economy and provide meaningful examples of environmental
concepts of sustainability and the application of the circular economy in the context of using digital media.

– understand the basic functions of life cycle analysis and the role it can potentially play in the design, use and recycling of digital media products
and services..

– recognize the simple environmental impacts of digital technologies and their use and give examples that can help reduce the negative
outcomes of students' use of digital media.

– identify the behavioral aspects of responsible consumer behavior regarding the purchase/use of environmentally friendly digital products and
services.

– think of strategies, methods and tools (e.g. design or adoption of serious sustainability games) to promote sustainable use of resources when
working with digital media or using digital services.

– create strategies, methods and tools that will enable students to identify opportunities to use digital technologies that support a greener, more
sustainable way of life.

– assimilate their knowledge to contribute to professional practice and knowledge and guide others in protecting the environment.
– develop teaching resources that engage students in the cause of protecting the environment and make them aware and aware of the

environment and its connection to social and economic systems.
– find solutions with limited resolution to complex problems related to the protection of the environment from the effects of digital technologies

and their use.

Expected Outcomes from following EU



Ten minutes and a moment of thinking…..

This slides concludes this first, introduction presentation of the Training Module: ‘Protecting the 
Environment’.
• Allow 5 minutes to reflect your attitude and behavior towards to the structural elements of pro-

environmental attitudes described on slide 26.

• Allow 5 more minutes to think about your your consumption habits and also the post-purchase 
usage of digital products, both services and media. Can you connect any of your experiences, 
with the content of this presentation?

• Momentary keep your smartphone in your hand. It’s true, these new smartphones are really 
lightweight! Unfortunately, the same is not true for their environmental impact. Every new 
smartphone manufactured emits 85 kg Carbon Dioxide during the first year of its use, from 
which 95% is coming from their production and transportation to our hands.
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